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For the theory of representations of algebraic groups defined over a field 
(in particular, a local field) K, it is important to classify the K-conjugacy 
classes of maximal K-tori in these groups. When K is a finite field or the 
field of real numbers, these are well known by [S. 6, 10, and 111. When K 
is a non-archimedean local field of characteristic 0, part of the classification 
in Chevally groups defined over K is treated in [3] and [4]. The purpose 
of this paper is to give a complete classification of those in classical groups 
SL, Sp, and SO defined over an infinite field K. 
The contents of this paper are as follows: Let G be such a classical 
group. In Propositions 1,2, and 3 of Section 1, from each K-conjugacy 
class of maximal K-tori of G, a K-isomorphism class of commutative semi- 
simple K-algebras with involutions is naturally obtained and the image of 
this correspondence is determined. In Theorems 1, 2, and 3 of Section 2, for 
each K-isomorphism class of such K-algebras with involutions in its image, 
the cardinality of all K-conjugacy classes of maximal K-tori of G corre- 
sponding to it is calculated. These results follow from the investigation of 
regular semi-simple elements of G and the calculation of the Galois 
cohomology of the Weyl group and maximal K-tori of G. 
Notations. For a field K, denote by K, a fixed separable closure of K 
and by f the Galois group of K,IK. We may regard separable extensions 
of K as subfields of K,. For any finite separable extension L!K, denote by 
T(L) the Galois group of K,IL, by L the Galois closure of L over K, and 
by [L: K] its extension degree. For any algebraic group H defined over K 
and any finite algebraic extension LjK, denote by H(L) the group of 
L-rational points of H. Finally, denote by Z the ring of integers. 
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1. MAXIMAL TORI AND ALGEBRAS WITH INVOLUTIONS 
1.1. CL, SL 
In this section, assume K is an arbitrary infinite field. 
Let T be a maximal K-torus of CL, or SL, (n 2 2). Then there exists a 
regular element x in T(K) by [ 1, 8.183. Thus we obtain a K-algebra 
,.ti = K[X]/m(X)K[X], where m(X) is the characteristic polynomial of x, 
and so it is K-isomorphic to a direct sum @F-, Li of separable extensions 
Li of K as K-algebras. Clearly the K-isomorphism class of .d is independent 
of the choice of x as above. The following is well known: 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) The correspondence TH d induces u bijection 
(resp. surjection) of’ the set of all K-conjugacy classes of maximal K-tori in 
CL, (resp. SL,) onto the set of‘ull K-isomorphism clusses of commutative 
semi-simple K-algebras of rank n. 
(ii) There exists a naturul l-l correspondence between the latter set in 
(i) and H’( f, S,), where S, denotes the symmetric group of degree n on 
which 1. ucts triviully. 
The corrcspondencc of (ii) is given as follows: For d = @ ;-, Li, denote 
by f,/‘T(L;) (1 5 i 5 r) the set of Left cosets of I- modulo T(Li), and by 
LI:= , l://‘(L,) the direct sum of these in the set theoretical sense. Denote by 
Sym(X) the symmetric group on a set X. Then S, can be identified with 
Sym(LIj , r/!T(Li)). Thus we obtain homomorphisms sli of f into S,, 
defined bv 
d 
(%,),(71’(L,)) = 
i 
;;$) 
if j= i, 
I if j#i, 
for (T, 7 E f, and so a 1-cocycle a = x, ... x,, the product of the a,, of f into 
S,. Hence this d H c( induces the desired correspondence. Here we remark 
that Kcr ri = r(L,) (see Notations). 
1.2. sp, so 
In this section, assume K is an infinite field of characteristic # 2. Let V 
be a vector space over K of dimension 2n or 2n + 1. Denote by Spz, (n 12) 
the symplectic group with respect to the form xy=, (x~Y,,+~ - x, , iyi) on 
V, and by SO,,, (n 2 4) (resp. SOzn + , (n 2 2)) the special orthogonal group 
of the quadratic form Q(X) = C:=, xix, + i (resp. I;-. , x,x, , i + x2,, + ,) on 
V. In the orthogonal case, we furthermore assume K is a non-archimedean 
local field. For any manic polynomial f(X) = x” + a, x” ’ + . . + u,, 
a,, # 0, in K[X], we dcfincj*(X) by 
.f*(x) = a,“Yf(X-‘). 
If a manic polynomial .f(X) satisfies .f(X) =f*(X), we will call it self-dual. 
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Let G be such a group. From each maximal K-torus T of G, WC obtain 
a manic polynomial m(X) in K[X] as in I .I. By definition, it is self-dual. 
In the case of SO,, *, , it must be divisible by X - 1. So we denote again 
by m(X) the dividend. Then in any case WC obtain a K-algebra 
..d = K[X]/m(X)K[X] of rank 2n with involution v defined by XH X-- ’ 
as a K-automorphism. WZ(X) is decomposed into irreducible factors as 
whet-c p,(X) # p*(X) and mj(X) = m;“(X). If we set L, = K[X]/p,(X)K[X], 
F, = K[X]Im,(X)K[X], and E, = F; , the fixed field of F, under v, for each 
i and j. then (AZ’, V) is K-isomorphic to 
& (L,OLi)O & F,. I , 
> 
(3j 
,= I i- I 
where r is the involution which exchanges two summands of L, @ L; and 
induces the non-trivial E,-automorphism on F,. Moreover, it is easy to see 
that any commutative semi-simple K-algebra of rank 212 with involution is 
K-isomorphic to one of the form (3) and also to one defined by a 
separable, self-dual, manic polynomial m(X) of degree 211 in K[X] as 
above. 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) The ohoce correspondence T-+ (&‘, v) induces u 
surjection of the set of‘ all K-conjugacy classes of maximal K-tori in Spz,, 
(resp. SO,,,- ,) onto the set of ull K-isomorphism classes of‘ commututive 
semi-simple K-algebras of rank 2n \r,ith involutions. 
(ii) There exists u natural l--l correspondence hetH,een the latter set in 
(i) and H ‘(r, W(C,)), where W(C,,) denotes the We):1 group of type C,, on 
which I‘ ucts trit.iulIy. 
Proof: Let (d, v) be defined by a separable, self-dual, manic polyno- 
mial m(X) of degree 2n in K[X] as above. To prove (i), it suffices to see 
that there exist regular semi-simple elements of Sp2,,( K) and SO,,, + ,(K) 
whose characteristic polynomials are equal to m(X) and m(X)(X- I), 
respectively. Moreover it suffices to see this when m(X) = p(X) p*(X). 
p(X) # p*(X), and p(X) is irreducible, and when m(X) is self-dual and 
irreducible. The first case is verified easily by using the regular representa- 
tion of K[X]/p(X)K[X]. For the second case, put F= K[X]!m(X)K[X] 
and E= F”. First let G = Sp2,,. If XE F is a root of m(X) and p is the 
regular representation of F over K, then p(x) E GL,,(K) is conjugate to an 
element of G(K). In fact, let i, be an isomorphism of E onto ?C” as vector 
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spaces over K with respect to a suitable basis. Let s0 be the n x n matrix 
delincd by 
Tr,;,( yz) = ‘iO( J) s,i,(z) (Y, z E EL 
where Trt....K denotes the trace map from E to K, and ‘i(,(y) denotes the 
transpose of iO(,l). Put 
%I 0 
sI = 0 e,, ' ( > 
where e, denotes the n x n unit matrix. Then by [ 12, Section 21 we have 
s,p(x)s; ‘EC(K). Let G=SO,,+,. We use the results of [7]. This is the 
reason why we must assume K is a non-archimedean local field. Take the 
above p(x) and put 
E GL( V) = CL,, + ,(K). 
Then clearly its characteristic polynomial is equal to m(X). Let V,,- ,) and 
V “,(,) be the (t - l)- and m(r)-primary subspaces of V, respectively (cf. [7, 
Section 33). Then V= V,,_ 1,@ I’,,,,,), the direct sum as vector spaces over 
K. Let Q0 be a quadratic form on V,,- ,) = Kv with QO(u) = c E K*. Let H 
bc a hermitian inner product space of rank I over F and (k) bc the inner 
product matrix of H. Write x .y for the hermitian inner product of x and 
y in H. Then by [7, Lemma I.11 the inner product Tr,,(x . y) on H gives 
a quadratic space ( V,,,(,), Q,) (indeed, Vmc,) = H, in the notation of [7]). 
Put 
~‘=(V,n,,,v Q,)@(V,t I), QcA 
the orthogonal sum of quadratic spaces. Then I is an isometry of c’. By [7, 
Section 21, we can choose c and k so that (VT Q) Y U. This implies that 
there exists an element of G(K) conjugate to t by an element of GL2,+ ,(K). 
Hence (i) follows. 
(ii) Since this is known, we only dcscribc the correspondence for latter 
use. Let (A% = ei ( Li@ Li) 0 ei F,, t) be a K-algebra with involution and 
E,= F; as above. Then the symmetric group Sz,, of degree 2n can be 
identified with Sym(LI, (r/f(Li) Ll f/T(L,)) Ll LIj I’/T(Fi)). For each j, take 
rj E f such that f(E,) = T(Fj) u r,T(F,). Then an involutive element wg of 
S,, can be defined as follows: wg acts on each T/T(Li) Ll I‘lT(L,) as the 
transposition between the first f,,T(L,) and the second one, and on each 
I?‘f (Fj) 
w”(yr( F,)) = yz,T( F,) (;, E I-). 
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Thus the Weyl group W(C,) of type C, can be identified with the 
centralizer of u’~ in Sz,. For each I’,‘T(L,) LI T;;‘T(Li) and I:/L-(F,), we can 
define the homomorphisms ri and X; of I‘ into Sz,,. respectively, by 
Formula (1) of 1.1. Then r=nix,xn, 2; is a 1-cocycle of r into W(C,,). 
Thercforc (.pl. I) H r inducts the required correspondence. 
The Weyl group W(D,,) of type D,, is a subgroup of W(C,,) of index 2. 
This makes the case of SO,,, complicated. In fact, from each maximal 
K-torus T of SO,,, a commutative semi-simple K-algebra of rank 2n with 
involution (,I, v) is obtained as in the case of Spzn. But the mapping 
induced from this correspondence in Proposition 2 (i) is not always 
surjective. 
LEMMA 1. Let (AJ’, v) he u K-ulgebru rvith inoolution defined by a 
sepurubie, self-dual, manic polynomial m(X) of degree 2n in K[X]. Then 
there exists u regular semi-simple element of SO,,(K) such that its churuc- 
teristic polynomial is equal to m(X) if and only if’ the ,following condition is 
sutisjieli: 
m( 1) nz( - 1) = ( - 1)” mod (K*)‘. (4) 
Moreover, let x he a 1-cocycle qfr into W(C,) corresponding to (.s9, v) in 
Proposition 2 (ii). Then (4) is a necessary and st&kient condition in order 
that X, E W( D,,) ,for all CT E I-. 
Prooj: The first assertion follows directly from [7, Remark 2.83. 
For the second, let (@i(L,@L,)@@jI;,,l) be as in (3) and E,=F;. 
In X= LI, (I-yc‘( L,) LI I:;I‘(L,)) LI LIj I)iT(F,), we choose either TjT(L,) 
or fj’l‘(L,) LI I:!I‘(Li) for each i and {o,,l’(F,), . . . . a,,,]-(F,)f with 
I-= IJ, ak,r(Ej) for each j, and denote by Y the subset of X consisting of 
these chosen cosets. Then we can consider canonically that the elements of 
W(C,,) acts on the set Y by permutating these cosets and changing the 
signs of an arbitrary subset of them (cf. [2]). Now let (.&, v), m(X), and 
Q be as in the assertion. We first suppose m(X) is irreducible. Put 
F= K[X]jm(X)K[X] and E= F’. Let Y= {air(F), . . . . a,r(F)} in 
X = J:!f(F). Then, for any root x of m(X), we can define an element 
A(.r, c/E) of K,7 by 
d(x, F/E) = fl (a,(x) - a,(x) ‘). (5) 
i= 1 
Clearly A(x, F:IE) # 0. Fix a root x of m(X). Then, by simple calculation, 
WC can show 
and 
a(A(x, F/E) = ( - 1 )“rr’ d(x, I;:‘E) 
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for each 0 E I-, where l(a) denotes the number of coscts yT(F) which are 
changed to --yT(F) by the action of X,E W(C,). Thus (4) is equivalent to 
n(x, F/E) E K*: and then to I(a) E 22 for all c E I’, so that the second asser- 
tion is proved. We next suppose m(X) is decomposed as in (2). Let Y be 
as above. Then, for fixed roots x, of m,(X), WC obtain 
m( 1) m( - 1) = ( - 1)” n d(x,, F,jE,)’ mod ( K*)2. 
Similarly the second assertion is proved and hence the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3. (i ) The above correspondence TH (d, V) induces a 
surjection of the set of all K-conjugacy classes of muximal K-tori of SO,, 
anto the set of‘ all K-isomorphism classes of commutative semi-simple 
K-algebras with involutions defined by separable, se!/-dual, monk polyno- 
miuls m(X) of degree 2n in K[X] satisfying Condition (4). 
(ii) The correspondence r H (-VI, v) of Proposition 2 (ii) induces a 
surjection of H’(F. W(D,,)) onto the latter set in (i), where Facts on W(D,) 
trivially. Let d = 0.: , (L, 0 Li) 0 @j,, F, and E, = FJ, If all CJK and 
Ej/K are of even degree and moreover all F,/K are non-cyclic, then there exist 
just two I-cocycles in H’(f, W(D,)) corresponding to (.&, v). Otherwise, 
there exists only one such 1-cocycle. 
Proof (i) and the first assertion of (ii) follow from Proposition 2 
and Lemma 1. For the rest, we can directly generalize the proof of [2, 
Proposition 251 as follows: 
Let sl and /? be 1-cocyclcs of f into W(D,). Suppose there exists 
M: E W( C,) such that X, = wbO w - ’ (a E r). Let Y be a set consisting of n 
elements on which W(C,) acts, and denote by C,(y) the cycle component 
of r,, containing an element YE Y. If there exists YE Y such that all the 
cycles C,(y) (a E f) arc odd, then w can be chosen as an element of W(D,). 
If for each y E Y there exists 0~ I- such that the cycle C,(y) is even, and 
moreover them exists a negative cycle C,,(yO) in these even cycles such that 
every aG stabilizes it and commutes with c(,,, on it, then w can also be 
chosen as an element of W(D,). Otherwise, it cannot be so chosen. 
Now let z and (&, v) be as in the assertion of (ii), and let 
?J=n.y t=1 xix nJ=, x,! be the corresponding decomposition. Then, by 
definition, C(~ and X; naturally induce the injections ?i: r/r(L,)+ 
Sym(f j’/‘(L,)) and E; : r/r(Fi) + Sym( T’/F(F,)), respectively, and moreover 
ji;: r/f(Ei) 4 Sym F/F(E,)). We let the set Y, on which W( C,) acts, be as 
in the proof of Lemma 1. Applying the above generalization to our 
1-cocycle 2, we obtain the following: If all Z,(r/l-(L,)) and s,!(ly/T(E,)) are 
of even order and moreover there exist noj such that ji;(r/r(Fj)) is cyclic, 
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there exists another !-cocycle ,4 in H’(l-, W(D,)) such that r=fi in 
H’(T, W(C,)). Otherwise, there exist no such I-cocycles. Therefore the rest 
of (ii) follows. 
PROPOSITION 4. Ewry maximal K-torus of .Spzn, SO?, + , . and SO,, is 
K-isomorphice to u product oj’ulgehruic groups dt$ned owr K: 
,e, R,.,/,(GL,) x 1’1 &~xWOAI’,:‘E,))~ j- I 
for u K-algebra with incolution (@.z- , (L, 0 L,) 0 0,; =, F,, I) und E, = F) 
in Propositions 2 and 3; R,,:, and R,;., are the Weil.functors (see [ 13]), 
and SO,(F,/E,) denotes the speciul orthogonul grolrp qf the quudratic space 
(F,, Nr,.C!) ocer E,. 
Proof: This follows from Propositions 2 and 3 and [ 10, Remark 2.91. 
CLASSIFICATION 
Keep the assumption on a held K of Section 1. 
2.1. Preliminaries 
In this section, let G be a classical group as in Section 1 and let G be CL, 
for G = SL,, CL,,, for Sp2,, and SOz,], and GL2,,+, for SO,, + ,. Let B be 
the maximal K-torus of diagonal elements of G and m its Weyl group. Let 
A = a n G. N the normalizer of A in G, and W = N/A its Weyl group. We 
denote by Z the set of all K-conjugacy classes of maximal K-tori in G and 
by +H the set of all K-isomorphism classes of K-algebras with involutions in 
(i) of Proposition 2 of Section 1 for each G. 
From each maximal K-torus T of G, we obtain a 1-cocycle CJ H g. ‘a(g) 
of I- into N(K,), whcrc gE G(K,) with T= gAg ‘. This correspondence 
induces an injection of Z into H ‘(I; N( K,,)). The canonical 
homomorphism N(K,) 4 W gives a mapping 
/: H’(f, N(K,) -+ H’(f’, W). 
In Section 1, we have obtained the surjcctions Z ---) 21 and H’(& W) + 91. 
These mappings make the following commutative diagram 
Z + H’(I; N(K,,)) + H ‘(I: W) 
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Thus, by (ii) of Propositions 2 and 3 of Section 1, we can parameterize 2
by (IL and the fibres f-‘(x), CLE H’(T, W). In the case of CL,,, all the 
mappings of (6) are bijective. Hence, to parameterize I, it suffices to study 
these fibres except for CL,. 
Let (-01, v) be a K-algebra with involution in 21 and x be a corresponding 
1-cocycle of f into W. By [S, I-671, 
f‘-‘(r)” H’(f, .A(K,J)jH”(z-, II W), 
where 1A and z W denote the twisted r-groups of A and W with tl, respec- 
tively. Let ,U be a l-cocycle of I- into N(K,) such that j’:. p = 2. Then the 
action of H”(T, 31 W) on H’(T, .A(K,)) is given as follows: An clement ‘2: 
of H”(T, 1 W) sends a I-cocycle (g-u,) to (a++‘~ ‘u,.n, ‘pc,n,.p, ‘), 
where n, is a representative in N(K) of IV such that its coefficients consist 
of 0 and +I, and W-‘a,=n;’ a,n,,,. We now investigate this action. By 
definition, WC @‘, so that 3: can be also regarded as a 1-cocyclc of f into 
iV. We assume 
(Al) There exist elements g E G(K,,) and 2 E c( K,$) such that the 
1-cocycles (Q H g -‘a(g)) and (CJH 2. ‘a(g)) correspond to c1 under the 
mappings/for G and G, respectively, and that g-la(g) is a permutation 
matrix in G(K) for each 0 E f. Then we may put cc,, = g-‘o(g) (a E f) as 
the above p. Regarding g as an element of G, we can obtain some g, E G(K). 
and a, E 6( K,) satisfying 
i= go&v,, 
bccauseffor G is bijective. The twisted I-module .d(K,) contains .FI(K,~) 
as a r-submodule. 
(A2) There exist a K-torus M and a r-homomorphism d of .&KS) 
into M(K,) which have the exact sequence 
1 - .A(K,)- AKJy WK)- 1. (7) 
Then, since H’(I; .&K,Y))= 1 (cf. [9, Chap. Xl), this gives the exact 
sequence 
Jm,yy ~(KJ’~ H’(K J(K)) - 1, (8) 
where 6 is the connecting homomorphism. It follows that every I-cocycle 
(CT H uU) of I- into ,A(K,) is equal to &d(b)) for some h E .@K,Y), and that 
a, = h-la(b). Finally, the action of /fO(Z’, ~ W) on H’(/‘, .A(K,)) is given 
in (8) by the formula 
w . J(d(h)) = @d(V)) (h E AK))9 
/I’= M:-‘h.a,).w la, ’ .w-lo,;‘, (9) 
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where u,, is an element of d(K) such that a,,~, is the permutation matrix 
of C(K) representing ‘v. In fact, put 
h’=,~-‘h.n,,.‘~,n,,~,‘. 
Then, since a,= h-‘o(b), we have 
h’-‘c?(h’) = IV ‘a0 .n,, ‘pGn,,.p; ‘. 
Thus h’ is the desired element. By the definition of p,: g, and a,,., and by 
the fact that r,, 11’ = IVY,, we have 
n;‘p,n,p, ‘=a,.bi..-‘a;-‘.w ‘a,v’. 
Hence (9) is obtained 
Now we summarize the procedure taken in the following sections: For 
each K-algebra with involution (.pyl, V) in 91 and a corresponding l-cocycle 
z of I- into W, we shall find g, R, M, and d satisfying the assumptions (A 1) 
and (A2), and then study H’(T, .A(ICY)) by using (8). Moreover we shall 
study generators of H’(f-, 1 W) and calculate the cardinalities of the fibres 
.I‘ ‘(3) by using (9). 
2.2. SL,, (n 2 2) 
Keep the notations of 2.1. We use the following lemma which is well 
known in the clcmcntary Galois theory of fields. 
EMMA 2. Let L/K he a sepurahk extension of degree ?z und 
r= Uy;. , ail‘(L) he the 1cIft coset decomposition with C, = e, the identity. Let 
p he the regular representution of L rvith respect o u husis C, . . ..) C, oj” L ocer 
K and h he the n x n mutriv defined by 
Then 
h.-‘= (a,(c,)), sr.,5,,’ 
f)(x) = h . diag(o,(,y), . . . . a,,(x)) . h ’ (x E L,*). 
Let .al = @ :-, L, be a commutative semi-simple K-algebra and x be a 
corresponding I-cocyclc of r into W. Let p be the regular representation 
of .d over K. Then p(&‘*) n S,!,,,(K) generates a maximal K-torus T of 
SL,. Take an element XE SZ+,(K,Y) such that T= gAg ‘. If follows from (6) 
of 2.1 that this g satisfies (Al ) of 2.1. By Lemma 2, we obtain 2 E GL,,(K,) 
satisfying (Al ) of 2.1 from ,crl and p. Hence g,, and ug as in 2.1 are obtained. 
In (A2) of 2.1, put M = GL, defined over K and d=det. the determinant 
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in GL,. Then clearly (A2) is satisfied. Since conjugacy by 2 gives an 
isomorphism .b(K,?)“ 2 p(.&‘*) by Lemma 2, we have an isomorphism 
whcrc Hi N,,,,(L,*) denotes the subgroup of K* generated by all 
NL,JLF). Next we study generators of H”(r, 1 IV). We may put 
W= Sym(II, /yT(Li)). Let W,=Sym(T/f(L,)) for all i. Then the Wj are 
embcddcd in W naturally. Let x = Hi ri be the decomposition as in 1. I. 
Then by definition, xi can be regarded as a I-cocycle of I-into W,. If there 
exists a K-isomorphism q: Li % L,, then transpositions w0 of W can be 
dclined as follows: wij: ;pT(Li) t* qq -‘I‘(L,) on r/r( L,) and f/f(L,), and 
it is trivial on the other cosets. Then clearly H”(r, 1 W) is generated by all 
H”(K x, Wi) and {w,.}. For each i, we define elements wi,n (a E f) of W, by 
w,JqI-(Li)) = ::ol-( Li) (‘/E I’). (11) 
Then we also have H”( r, I, W;) = { wiTa : QE I‘}. Finally, we note that every 
commutative semi-simple K-algebra of rank n is K-isomorphic to one of the 
form Of-, miLi, where m,L, denotes the direct sum of mi copies of Li, 
and Lj is not K-isomorphic to l.j if i # .j. 
THEOREM 1. Let the notutions he as above. Let d = @ f= , m,L, he a 
commutative semi-simple K-algebra of‘ rank n. Then the cardinality of all 
K-conjugacy classes of maximal K-tori in SL, corresponding to the 
K-isomorphism class of.zl in Proposition 1 of Section 1 is equal to that of the 
quotient. 
K* ’ 
.,( 
,: fi NL,.‘K(L:) u c fi N,:,(G) 
i- I i= 1 > 
where if‘there exist i, a such that the sign C$ wi,a in W, is equal to - 1, or 
if‘ there exists i such that m, 2 2 and CL, : K] is odd, then c = - 1, and 
otherwise E = 1. 
Proof: By Proposition 1 of Section 1 and by 2.1, it sufhces to study the 
action of the above generators b of H’(I; I W) on the right-hand side of 
(10). Applying d=det to b’ of (9) of 2.1, by the definition of a,, in 2.1, 
d(b’)=det(w-‘h.a,.w ‘a 0 ‘.~-‘a ,;I) = w(w)d(b), 
where sgn(w) denotes the sign of w as an element of W= S,. Thus the 
action of w is the multiplication by sgn(w). By definition, sgn(wU) = 
(- 1 )[‘.I’~‘. Therefore this theorem follows. 
The results of [I 1, Section 33 can also be obtained from Proposition 1 
of Section I and from Theorem 1. 
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2.3. Sp2,,. SO,, + , (nz2) 
Keep the notations of 2.1. Let (.nl, v) be a K-algebra with involution in 
‘?I defined by a separable, self-dual, manic, irreducible polynomial m(X) of 
degree 2n in K[X] and cz be a corresponding l-cocycle of I- into I+‘. Put 
F= K[X]/m(X)K[X] and E= F”. We begin with the case of Sp2,,. Let cp 
be the regular representation of E with respect o a basis I‘, I . . . . c, of E over 
K and II/ be that of F with respect to a basis 1, II of F over E, where 
F= E(u) and U*E E. Dctinc a homomorphism Q, of the ring of 2 x 2 
matrices with coefficients in E into the ring of 2n x 2n matrices with cocf- 
licients in K by 
Then @ :: $ is also the regular representation of F over K. Let 
r=(JyL1 a,T(E) and lJE)=T(F)urf(F), where ~,=e and T(U)= -14. 
Then, by Lemma 2, WC obtain R E GL,,,(K,) satisfying (Al ) of 2.1 from 
,d = F and @ :) $. Let s, be the matrix defined by the basis u,, . . . . I;,, of E 
over K in 1.2. Then it follows from 1.2 that .sl@($(F)n SL,(E)) .s;’ is 
contained in Sp,,,(K,) and gcncrates a maximal K-torus T of Sp-)“. Let 
go=s, I. 
UC, = V/2 ‘diag(-a,(u) ’ ,.... -C,,(U) I, 1, . . . . I), (12) 
and g= go’&‘. Then, by a simple calculation, we have g E Sp2,,( K,) and 
T= gAg-‘. Therefore, by (6) of 2.1, this g satisfies (Al) of 2.1, so that g, 
and u0 as in 2.1 are obtained. Here and from now on, denote by II,, the 
group of diagonal elements of GL, for a positive integer m. Let 3, be a 
I-cocycle of r into S, corresponding to E, as a K-algebra of rank n, in 
Proposition 1 of Section 1. In (A2) of 2.1 put M = z, D,,, the twisted 
I-group of D,, with x,, and define the I-homomorphism d of 
.~tK.,~= .D2,,(i,) into MK,)= .,D,AK,) by 
d(diag(a,, . . . . u~,~)) = diag(u, a,,+, , . . . . ~,a~,). 
The clearly (A2) of 2.1 is satisfied. On the other hand. we have the 
commutative diagram 
(FO, K.s)* 7 (EO, K,)* 
01 I & (13) 
481/125/l-10 
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where we define the r-isomorphism 8,, similarly 0,, and the 
r-homomorphism 1. by 
and 
for C,X,@U,E(F@~ K,)*. Therefore, by (8) of 2.1, we have an 
isomorphism 
H’(z-, .A(K,)) N E*;N,,(F*). (14) 
We next consider the case of SO,, + r. Take a mximal K-torus T of SO,, + , 
corresponding to (d, v) and an element go SOZ,,+ ,(K,) such that 
T= gAg ’ suitably. For 2 in the cast of Sp,,, denote again by g 
EGL 2n+ I(K). 
Then, similarly, these g and 2 satisfy (Al) of 2.1, so that g, and a, as in 
2.1 arc obtained. In (A2) of 2.1, let M = Q, D, be as above and define the 
r-homomorphism d of .B( Kc) = z D,, + , (K,) into M( K,r) by 
d(diag(a,, . . . . aZnr a,, ., I )I = diag(al a,, , ,, . . . . wz,,,). 
Then (A2) of 2.1 is satisfied. We can extend 0, to a f--monomorphism 
so that the commutative diagram analogous to (13) holds in this case. 
Therefore (14) also holds. Now, we study H”(T, 2 W). By 1.2, the Weyl 
group W= W(C,,) can be identified with the centralizer of w0 in 
S,, = Sym(l’/l‘(F)), where ~;~(yf(F)) = yrf(F) (7 E r). For each CJ E f, let 
r~, be the element of S,, defined by (11) of 2.2. Then, if azT(F) = raT(F), 
LV, E H’(f’, 1 W) and moreover H”(r, 31 W) consists of these w,. 
~OI~OSITlON 5. Let F 3 E he separable extensions over K of degrees 2n, 
n, respectively, und (.sl, v) be a K-algebra with involution such that sd = F 
and E = F’. Let u E F and 5 be us above. Then the cardinulity of all K-con- 
jugacy classes of maximal K-tori in Spzn (resp. SO,, + I ) corresponding to the 
K-isomorphism class of (d, v) in Proposition 2 of Section 1 is eyuul to that 
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of the quotient of’ the group E*/N,,,(F*) by the group (wa E W: a E 1. with 
arf(F) = taT( F) ) under the uction defined by 
‘t‘,z=c,.a '(i) mod N,.:.J F*) (z E E* ), 
where for Sp2,, 
F = 
‘* 
i 
(-l)‘W ~j- aI’( F) = r1’( F), 
u-‘0. ‘(u) otherwise 
d for SO 2,r + , , E, E E* with N&c,) = 1. 
Remark. Unfortunately, this E, cannot be determined explicitly as in 
the case of Spr,,. 
Proof: To prove this, by Proposition 2 of Section 1 and 2.1, it suffices 
to study d(w ‘b uO. w- ‘a, ’ . bv ‘u,. ‘) for LCE M”(I’, 1 W) and some 
b E .&K,) in the right-hand side of (14). We first consider the case of Spz,,. 
Denote by ‘C the image of ‘1’ E W= W(C,,) under the projection of 
W= S,, x (Z/22)” (semi-direct product) into S,,. Then it follows from the 
definition of u,, in 2.1 and from (12) and (13) that d(w ‘h) = I’d, and 
that d(a,. w ‘a, ’ . ‘c-’ u;~ ‘) is equal to B?(sgn(M,)) if M’(l)= 1 and to 
Oz(14 ‘a,.(i,(U)) otherwise, where sgn(‘v) denotes the sign of M’ as an 
element of S,, (recall WC S2,,). For XE F* with F= K(x) and for M’,E W 
with atT(F) = raf(F), we note that 
M’, diag(a,(x)> . . . . a,,(x), a’t(x), . . . . a,,s(.y)) 
= diag(a, a(x), . . . . ana( a, ra(x), . . . . anra(x)) 
and that d(b)sM(K,)“ by (8) of 2.1. Then, putting it’= ‘v, above, we can 
prove the two equalities 
d(w-- ‘6) = f12(a ‘(z)), 
for z E E* with H>(Z) = d(b), and 
d(u,.w-‘u,‘.w ‘u,:‘)=~,(c,), 
by (13) and the definition of c, in the assertion. Therefore the action for 
Spzn is obtained. For SO?, , , , similarly, we can prove the former equality. 
But we cannot determine a, and so E, explicitly as in the case of &I~,~. So 
we define E, by the latter equality. Then the action of w, in the assertion 
is obtained. Finally, as a representative n,,.” of IV, in 2.1, we can take 
n, 0 
0 sgn(w,) > 
ES0 2n.. I(K), 
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where n,, E CL,,,(K) denotes the permutation matrix of w, as an element of 
SZ,,. Thus by definition 
NE:K(~o) = det(d(a,.w, ‘a, ’ .bv;-‘a;‘)) in I,, 
= 1. 
Therefore the proof is complete. 
Remark. If K is a non-archimcdcan local field, ‘the order of 
E*;NEY,(F*) in Proposition 5 is equal to 2 by local class field theory (cf. 
[9]), so that the cardinality of Proposition 5 is at most 2. 
Let (0 i (Li@ Li) @ 0, F,, I) bc a K-algebra with involution and Ej= F) 
as in 1.2. Let X= ni xix nj rj be a corresponding I-cocycle of I‘ into 
W= W(C,,). We study generators of H’(I’, 1 W). If there exists a 
K-isomorphism q: Li z L, or yl: F, 2 F, with q(E,) = E,, the transpositions 
wij and u$, can be defined respectively as in 2.2: These belong to 
H”(& ‘I W). Let Wi= Sym(TjT(F,)) as in 1.2. Then these are embedded in 
W naturally. Thus clearly H”(r 1 W) is generated by all H”(f, 1, W,), all 
H”(C x; W,(C)), and { ~,k, $,}. Finally, we note that every K-algebra 
with involution as above is K-isomorphic to one of the form 
(@3=, m,(L,@ Li)@ @:=, njFi, I) as in 2.2. 
THEOREM 2. Let (~4, I) be a K-algebra with incolution of the reduced 
jorm as ahoce and Ej= Ff . For each j, denote by N, the cardinality obtained 
from F, 3 E, in Proposition 5. Then the cardinality of all K-conjugacy 
classes of‘ maximal K-tori in Spzn (resp. SO,, T, ) corresponding to the 
K-isomorphism class of (~2, I) in Proposition 2 oj’section 1 is equal to 
N, + n, - 1 
‘( n 
j= I I 
ProqJ: Let r be a I-cocycle of f into W= W(C,) corresponding to 
(.rB, I) in Proposition 2 of Section 1. Then, according to the decomposition 
of a, we have 
5 I 
a = n a;’ x fl q, 
i- I j= 1 
A(K,s)= fi Ai(KJ)‘“fx h A;(K,J”/, 
i=l I 1 
where Ai, A,’ are subtori of A and W,(C) naturally acts on A,!( K,) for each 
j. Since H’(T, xgA,(K,y))= 1 (1 5is.s) (see 2.1), we have 
H’(f, .A(K,)) zz n H’(I-. X;A;(K.,))“‘. (15) 
j= I 
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From the above generators of M”(E 1 W). this isomorphism sends 
H ‘(r, ,.4(K,)),,‘H”(f, , IV) to the quotient of the set 
under the action of the transpositions IV;,. Hence the theorem follows from 
Proposition 5. 
For %,,. the results of [ 11, Section 31 can also be obtained from 
Proposition 2 of Section 1 and from Theorem 2. 
2.4. S02, (n 2 4) 
Keep the notations of 2.1. Let (XI. V) be a K-algebra with involution in 
91 defined by a separable, self-dual, manic. irreducible polynomial m(X) of 
degree 2n in K[X] and r be a corresponding 1 -cocycle of I‘ into 
W= IY(D,,) in Proposition3 of Section 1. Put F=K[X]im(X)K[X] and 
E= F. Take g as in the case of SO,,, , , , and take R, hl, and d as in the 
cast of Qz,,. Then go and ~1” as in 2.1 are obtained and hence ( 14) also 
holds. Let f=U:=,a,f‘(E). f(E)=f(F)urf(F), and IV,, be as in 2.3. 
Then, if arl‘(i;) = TOT(F), we have \c, E H’(/; f U’(C’,,)), but not always 
II’, E H”(f, I W(D,,)). Recall theactionof W(C’,,)on Y = (a: f(F), . . . . n,f(F)j 
in the proof of Lemma I of Section 1. Fix a root .Y of M(X). Then, by 
Definition (5) of 1.2. we can show 
d(cr(x), F;E) = ( - 1 )‘ln’ A(x. F:E) (16) 
for each IT E 1; where ~(0) denotes the number of all cosets a,llF) in Y 
which arc changed to - a,T( F) by the action of N’, E W(C’,). Thus, as in 
1.2, rt’, E W(D,,) if and only if A(x, F/E) = d(a(x). c:E). Hence the follow- 
ing proposition is proved in the same way as Proposition 5. 
PR~P~SIIIOS 6. Let Ihe notations he us uhow. Then the curdinulit~~ of’ 
j’ ‘(2) (see 2.1 ) is equal IO that of the quotient oj‘the group E*/.N,:.J F*) h,. 
the Kroup {IV,,: 0 E f lt,irh arl‘( F) = rof( F) and A(x, F/E) = d(a(s): FiE) j 
wldcr the uction dclfined h?, the ,formulu yf SO,,, + , in Proposition 5. 
Let (0, IL,@ L,) @ 0, F,. I) be a K-algebra with involution in 91 
defined by m(X) decomposed as in (3) of 1.2 and E,= I;‘;. Let 
x = n, 3, x n, r,! be a corresponding I-cocycle of 1. into W= W(D,). WC 
study generators of H’(I; I IV). Let W, and W,(C) be as in 2.3, and denote 
by U’,(D) the subgroup of W,(C) of type D. We will call an element II’ of 
H”( I ‘, >; W,(C)) positive if 1%‘~ CV,( D), and call it non-positive otherwise. 
Define the transpositions \I’,~, IV;, as in 2.3. Then clearly HO(f, l! W) 
is generated by elements in all H”(f, I IV,). positive elements in 
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H’(T, .+ W,(C)), products of two non-positive elements in H”(I-, 21, W,(C)) 
and H”(& E; W,(C)), and transpositions w,~, w;,. Note that ff”(I’, 3~; W,(C)) 
contains a non-positive element if and only if [E, : K] is odd. This follows 
from (16) and the fact that K(T) = [E, : K], where r E I‘ is as above. 
THEOREM 3. Let .d = @;=, m,( Li@ Li)@ @J=, nl F, he a K-algebra 
with involution I as in Proposition 3 I$ Section 1 and El = FJ. For each j, 
denote by N, and M, the cardinalities ohtainedfrom F, 2 E, in Propositions 5 
apd 6: respectively, Then, if all ii/K and E,/K are of even degree and 
moreover all Fj/K are non-cyclic, the cardinality of all K-conjugacy classes of 
maximal K-tori in SO,,, corresponding to (.G/, 1) in Proposition 3 of Section 1 
is equal to 
if t=O, 
c= 
i 
2 M,+n,-1 
( > 
(f t= 1, 
2j* (k- 1) J il‘ tz2. 
nJ 
Otherwise, it is equal to C/2. 
Proof Let r= n, rix njr,’ be as above, and denote by C’ the 
cardinality off ‘(2). (15) of 2.3 also holds for SO,,. It follows from 2.1 
that C’ is the cardinahty of the quotient of the right-hand side of (15) by 
H”(f, 1 W). Denote by q the number of ,j such that H”(T, z; W,(C)) 
contains a non-positive element, that is, [E, : K] is odd. We will prove this 
theorem by induction on t and q. When t = 0, it can be seen at once that 
C’ = 1 by Theorem 2. When t = 1, we have 
qf”n:‘- 1) 
by Proposition 6. When t = 2 and q = 0, H’(f’, z; W,(C)) c W,(D) by delini- 
tion, so that N,= A4, by Proposition 6. Therefore we have 
C’=fJ yi+;i- 1). 
When t = 2 and q = 1, there exist three cases: Ni= M,= 1, N,= 1 and 
Mj= 2, and Nj = M,= 2, by the Remark in 2.3. We can easily check case 
by case that the above equality also holds. Thus, by induction, we have 
C’= C/2. Hence this theorem follows from Proposition 3 of Section 1 and 
from 2.1. 
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